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Abstract: Web services are different from existing distributed computing models. Web services architectures
deliver a framework for developing and moving loosely coupled applications. One of the outcomes of the loose
coupling is that any existence that a web service may interact with may not exist at the point of time the web
service is advanced. New web services may create continuous change just as new web pages are added to the
web and web services should be able to discover and invoke such services without recompiling or changing
any line of code. In this paper, we highlight the challenging problem of having active malicious Web services
in the composite and community based architectures. Therefore this paper can be used by the future
researchers as a roadmap to explore new trust and reputation models for Web services taking into account the
shortcomings of the existing models.
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IINTRODUCTION efficient in many do-mains [8,9]. The idea of such an

Web services are gaining nowadays an increasing by enhancing their visibility and to increase their overall
attention due to their ability to achieve efficient and performance by allowing them to cooperate inside
loosely coupled cross organizational business to communities.
business integration. According to the World Wide Web The approaches chosen for comparison in each Web
Consortium W3C, a Web service is a software application service architecture are selected from papers published
indicated by a URI, whose interfaces and bindings are between 2009 and 2014 in refereed journals and
capable of being defined and described as XML artefacts. international conferences. Moreover, we included the
A Web service bears direct interactions with other papers that are major in the domain of trust and reputation
software agents using XML-based messages exchanged in Web services published before 2009 and that are
through Internet based protocols. The idea of Web important to understand the core of the topic such as
services is based on a recipe of three ingredients that [9,10]. The objective is not to gather and compare all the
helps achieve business-to-business integration, which are approaches that tackled trust and reputation in Web
the: [1] service-oriented architecture, [2]standardization services. The reason is that we advance a two phase
and [3] redesign of middleware protocols [4,5].Web classification of the current approaches and compare each
services are commonly represented and described over class of models based on the proposed criteria, where
three main architectures [6] single, composite and approaches in the same class share the same basic idea
communities. Single Web services are referred to as those but differ in some minor and technical details.
services working individually to satisfy the users The structure of the paper is organized as follows.
requests. Composition involves assembling a set of Part 1 explains the need for trust and reputation models in
individual  services   to  achieve  a  complex  functional the field of Web services. Part 2 compares our survey
and  or  non-functional requirement that cannot be against the other survey papers in the same domain and
fulfilled by a single service [7]. Grouping the services highlights the unique features of our work. Part 3
contributing the same functionality into communities [6] discusses the existing possible research topics in this
inherits the concept of clustering that has shown to be regard. Finally, Part 4 concludes the paper.

architecture is to facilitate the discovery of Web services
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Fig. 1: Web Service architecture

Fig. 2: Web Service Model

Several surveys can be found in the literature about
trust and reputa-tion in Web services [1-4]. Wang et al.
proposed in [1] a classification scheme for trust and
reputation systems in Web services based on three
criteria: (a) centralized or decentralized, i.e., there exists a
central party charged of managing the reputation for all
the members or not; (b) person or resource, i.e., they
target persons or resources; and (c) global or per-
sonalized, i.e., collected based on opinions from general
population that is visible to all members or based on
opinions from group of members.

In [2], the authors focused on the trust management
models and issues related to semantic Web services.
They classified the trust models based on the way used
to compute the trust value; resulting in three categories:
(a) Trust Computation on Consumer View, where
consumers provide feedback on the services based on
their interactions;(b) Trust Computation Related to
Services, where services initiated trust for each other; and
(c) Trust Computation for Content and Context, which
uses metadata information to analyze the semantic data
published on the Web.

Table 1: Author associated with web service research

Author Research Area

Maximilien and Singh[11] Feedback-based

Malik and Bouguettaya[ 12] Feedback-based

Malik and Bouguettaya[13] Statistical

Nguyen et al.[14] Statistical

Sherchan et al.[15] Fuzzy logic

Thurow et al.[16] Data mining

Khosravifar et al. [17] Analytical

Khosravifar et al. [18] Analytical

Khosravifar et al.[19] Analytical

Bentahar et al. [22] Game theory

Khosravifar et al[23] Game theory

In [3], the authors present a comparison summary
between the reputation-based approaches proposed in
the Service-Oriented Computing domain based on four
criteria: maturity, majority, cost and infra-structure. The
maturity stresses the need for users' ratings when
building trust. Majority points out that a certain trust
mechanism should be independent from the credibility of
the majority of ratings that may be dishonest. Cost refers
to the complexity and extensibility of the trust mechanism,
while infrastructure refers to the ability to sup-port
distributed infrastructure such as Web services. Dragoni
proposed in [4] a classification scheme for the trust-based
Web services selection approaches based on their
rationale; resulting in three classes: (a) Direct experience-
based approaches in which con-sumers use the direct
past experience with a certain service to build the trust for
that service; (b) Trusted Third-Party (TTP) approaches in
which consumers consult a trusted third party to build a
trust for a cer-tain service; and (c) Hybrid approaches that
combine techniques from the two aforementioned classes
to build integrated frameworks. In [11-20], the authors
proposed a reference model for building reputa-tion
systems for e-services. They introduced a collection of
criteria whose main objective is to ensure that the
assessed reputation values reflect the actual
trustworthiness of users. In [21], the authors target the
centralized online reputation systems by proposing a
structure and providing a set of criteria for each
component in this structure. 

Feedback-Based: Maximilien and Singh [11] proposed a
multiagent framework based on ontology allowing
providers to proclaim their services, users to state their
preferences and ratings about services to be built and
shared. The ratings are based on the QoS metrics, which
include well-known computing parameters such as latency
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and throughout but may involve also application-specific are always credible. Moreover, the authors didn't provide
parameters such as shipping delay. The proposed an in-depth methodology of how the text mining will be
framework relies on three main concepts: provider quality effectively performed.
advertisement, customer quality preference and service
reputation. The aim of this function is to rank the services Composite Web Services: Web services' composition
based on how well they satisfy users' requirements in involves integrating and organizing a set of services to
order to help make selections. The framework also achieve certain complex functional and/or non-functional
provides a mechanism to periodically monitor the services requirements that cannot be accomplished by a single
in order to allow users to replace the poorly-performing Web service [7]. In this architecture, trust and reputation
ser-vices by other well-performing ones [22-28]. models aim to help composition designers select the

appropriate Web services to be part of the com-position
Statistics-Based Models: Nguyen et al. [14] proposed a process resulting in benefit for both designers (better
trust model based on Bayesian Network (BN) that reputation) and users (better quality). To achieve this
integrates both subjective and objective trust sources goal, several criteria have to be taken into consideration.
such as: direct opinion (ratings from users), As composite services are no more than a set of single
recommendation (combination of public and personalized Web services working together to achieve a certain
metrics) and conformance (between promised and actual objective, the requirements proposed for the single
QoS values). Based on these sources, the final trust value architecture apply as well for the composite architecture
is calculated as the weighted sum of the three metrics. In in  addition  to  other  important  requirements  such  as
RATEWeb [13], the authors proposed a set of metrics [25, 24, 28, 27] 
inspired by the social networks methodologies with the
aim of enhancing the accuracy and dynamically assessing Statistics-Based Models: In [24], the authors employed
the changing conditions. These metrics involve the Bayesian network to assess the trust-worthiness of the
credibility of the raters (to target malicious ratings), constituents through a reputation-based trust mechanism.
personalized preferences (weighted preferences over the Thus, a probabilistic approach that is able to learn the
QoS metrics), temporal sensitivity (to assign more weight composition structure of the composite services and
to the most recent ratings) and first-hand knowledge (to compute the trust scores for the constituents is advanced.
cope with Web services' performance dynamism). Finally, Another statistical method, the Beta Mixture was
a statistical technique is used to combine these metrics employed in [24] to assign trust for the components of the
and compute the trust value. composite services. Trust is assigned for components

Fuzzy-logic-Based Models: In [15], the authors proposed consideration the dynamism in the QoS and the fact that
a fuzzy-logic-based reasoning model that combines both not all the observations can be noticed.
the subjective perspective represented by users' ratings
and the objective perspective referred to as the Game-Theoretic-Based Models: Game theory is a formal
compliance between promised and actual performance. To study of conflict and cooperation that applies whenever
this end, they propose to assign a rating for each Web the  actions  of  several  agents   are   interdependent.
service based on its compliance value and compare it with Few game-theoretic-based models [28, 27] were proposed
users' ratings. This rating is computed in way that makes to address trust and reputation in the composite
it biased towards a certain parameter (e.g., response time). architecture. The objective of these models is to model the
Thereafter, the rating given by the user is compared competition among constituents seeking to get allocated
against all the estimated ratings and the estimated rating with tasks in the compositions and select hence the
that best matches the user's rating  is  deemed  to be appropriate candidate with the aim of maximizing the
equivalent to the user's rating. probability of performing the allocated tasks successfully.

Data-Mining-Based Models: A data-mining-based game whose objective is to model the competition among
approach was presented in [16], which uses the text services seeking to get allocated with tasks and select
mining to analyze the re-views provided by the users in hence the appropriate candidate. To achieve this, Web
order to evaluate the Web services and facilitate thus services use a Bayesian model to compute a trust value
their selection. However, this approach is based on the for every other service willing to collaborate with and play
naive assumption that the reviews presented by the users a game to select the appropriate candidates.

based on their responsibilities, while taking into

As an example, Yahyaoui [27] proposed a trust-based
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Communities of Web Services: Communities of Web reputation  parameters  have  on  each  other  in  order to
services (CWS) can be viewed as groups of ser-vices help   Web  Services  decide whether  to join community
sharing the same functionality but differing in their non- or  stay  alone.  Two  cases  are   considered:   Web
functional properties [6]. Creating communities has a two- service  is  overloaded  and  Web  service  is  idle.  In the
fold objective resulting in benefit for both Web services first case, the analysis results show that (a) the large
and users. increase in the number of requests would result in a

Aanalytical Models: In [17], the authors perform an change in the reputation in the current time either
analysis on the incentives that would motivate a positively  or  negatively  leads  to  a negative change in
community (containing one or more elements) of  Web the reputation in the next time unit. In the second case,
ser-vices to join another  community  or  to  stay  alone. the analysis revealed that a positive rate of reputation
For this purpose, they formulate a performance function change at a certain time results in a positive rate of
composed of two factors: use of allocated Web services change in the next time slot. In [18], the authors
and simultaneous obtained feedback. Based on the developed an analytical model that analyzes the
proposed function, the authors stated that a community incentives that would demotivate the community
will be encouraged to join another community if: (a) it is coordinator from be-having maliciously by either
overloaded by a huge number of requests, or (b) it is increasing its reputation level or decreasing other
unable to attract enough services satisfying its Web communities' reputation levels illegally. comparing the
services.  In[19],  the  authors  analyze   the   impacts  that community's reputation change.

decrease in the Web service's reputation and (b) the

Table 2: Comparison summary among the classes of models defined in each architecture.

Author Problem Identified ContributionsMaximilien and

Singh[11] Trust-based selection for Web services Ontology-based framework that considers user preferences, providers

advertisements and QoS monitoring.

Malik and Bouguettaya[13] Assessing the reputation of Web service providers Reputation assessment framework that considers raters credibility,

personalized Preferences, temporal sensitivity and first-hand

knowledge.

Nguyen et al.[14] Combining different sources of trust Trust and reputation model that integrates different kinds of trust

sources and evaluates the credibility of raters.

Sherchan et al. [15] Infer the rationale behind users' reviews Investigate the relationship between the objective dimension and

the subjective dimension using fuzzy approach.

Thurow and Delano[16] Analyze users' reviews Text mining technique that extracts information about Web

services' QoS parameters from the users' reviews.

Mehdi et al.[24] Assessing the trustworthiness of composite Probabilistic approach that learns the composition structure and

Web service components Computes trust.

Hang et al.[25] Assigning trust for composite Trust-based approach that dynamically learns the responsibilities of

Web service components components and computes trust.

Yahyaoui[28]  Collaboration among Web services Trust-based game that models the competition among Web services

for tasks allocation.

Khosravifar et al.[17]  Analyzing incentives that encourage Performance function formulation to help communities adjust their

Web services to join communities joining strategies.

Khosravifar et al.[18]  Evaluate the reputation of communities in the Sound logging mechanism that motivates the well-behavior of

presence of malicious coordinators Community coordinators.

Khosravifar et al.[19]  Analyzing the impacts that  reputation parameters Theoretical analysis that helps Web services decide whether to work

have on each others alone or to join Communities.

Bentahar et al.[22]  Maintaining sound reputation in the presence Game theoretical model that investigates the incentives that would

of malicious Web services encourage Web services to act truthfully.

Khosravifar et al.[23]  Help Web services adopt strategies inside Game model between Web services and coordinator to analyze the

and outside communities payoffs for both parties based on different strategies.
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Table 3: Authors contribution in web services

Architecture Model Purpose Limitations

Single Feedback based Reviews of Build trust value from users' Ratings is unfair
Bootstrapping mechanism is not provided

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Statistics based Different sources of trust are combined Cannot compute trust values for the new Web
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fuzzy logic based Reviews of Infer the rationale behind users' To compute the final trust value no mechanism is provided

Do not consider the trust dynamism.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Data mining based Reviews of analyze users' Lack of in-depth methodology.

Unfair ratings.
Ignore the objective sources of trust.

Composite Statistics-based Learn the responsibility of Cannot obtain reliable predictions on the variations in the QoS
the composite service's constituents parameters. Ignore the collusion scenarios among the composite

service's constituents.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Game-theoretic-based Regulate the task allocation among Ignore the collusion scenarios among the composite service's

composite service's constituents constituents.

Community Analytical Analyze the relationships among Provide no bootstrapping mechanism.
the reputation parameters Limited to few reputation parameters.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Game-theoretic-based Provide decision making frameworks Rely on fully-honest or semi-honest adversary models.

for Web services and communities Provide no bootstrapping mechanism.

Table 2 provides a comparison summary among the 2. Mareeswari,  V. and   D.E.   Sathiyamoorthy,   2012.
classes of models defined in each architecture. The table A survey on trust in semantic web services”
illustrates the purpose behind using each class in the International Journal of Scientific & Engineering
architecture in question and highlights its main Research, 3(2): 1-5.
limitations. Moreover, we summarize in Table 3 the 3. Phoomvuthisarn, S., 2012. A survey study on
discussed trust and reputation approaches to help readers reputation based trust mechanisms in service
visualize and under-stand them. oriented computing,Journal of Information Science

CONCLUSION 4. Dragoni, N., 2010. A survey on trust based web

In this survey, we presented the web service model Conference  on  Dependability   (DEPEND),   IEEE,
and web service architecture, classification scheme that pp: 83-91.
classifies single, composite, community based 5. Alonso, G., F. Casati, H. Kuno and V. Machiraju,
architecture. The tabulation shows Author associated 2004.   Web    Services:    Concepts,   Architectures
with web service research, authors contribution in web and Applications, 1st edition Springer Publishing
services, comparison summary among the classes of Company.
models defined in each architecture. This opens the door 6. Maamar, Z., S. Subramanian, P. Thiran, D. Benslimane
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